An Award-Winning Hub for Domestic and Cross-Border Payments

Companies have long struggled with high costs, a lack of visibility over cash, poor controls, and the risk of payment fraud. Overcoming these issues is even more difficult for corporations that have yet to centralize and standardize their payments. The COVID-19 pandemic only exacerbated these challenges.

FIS® Payment Hub - Quantum Edition (formerly Trax) is an award-winning payment hub that digitalizes payments and bank reporting. Relied upon by more than 100 corporations around the world, it gives you strong controls and workflow for domestic and cross-border payment processes. As a result, you can reduce the complexity of your payments, mitigate the risk of fraud and control costs – while increasing control and improving cash visibility.

Payment Hub - Quantum Edition can also act as your gateway to bank application programming interfaces, optimize your consumption of bank services and support SWIFT gpi.

**STANDARDIZE YOUR PAYMENTS WORKFLOW**
Follow best practices across your domestic and cross-border payments with dedicated payment workflows for different transaction types.

**STRENGTHEN YOUR CONTROLS AND REDUCE FRAUD RISK**
Consolidate your bank communication flows to strengthen your security, while greatly reducing payment fraud risk with automated technology.

**INCREASE VISIBILITY INTO CASH AND LIQUIDITY**
Centralize bank statements from all of your banks within one application with our bank statement and reporting module. And get greater visibility over your cash flows and liquidity.
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**REDUCE COSTS**

With a single payment hub, you can tap into economies of scale and reduce your internal processing and transaction costs.

**INTEGRATE QUICKLY AND SEAMLESSLY**

Payment Hub - Quantum Edition can be rapidly integrated with your existing cash management, ERP and banking systems.

**TRACK AND TRACE PAYMENTS**

Because Payment Hub - Quantum Edition includes SWIFT gpi, you can track payments all the way through the process until they reach their beneficiaries.

**LEVERAGE THE SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY OF THE CLOUD**

You can deploy Payment Hub - Quantum Edition in FIS’ private cloud, backed by our “secure by design” infrastructure and supported by managed services.

---

Standardize and centralize your payments.

GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM